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ABSTRACT

Nuclearelectrica operates at Cernavoda NPP a CANDU 6 unit. The production
performances and some technical indicators are presented. The paper introduces the players of
the new-born Romanian energy market, where  Nuclearelectrica acts as a significant
producer,  and. gives a short description of the current market mechanisms.

The specific features of a producer operating a single nuclear unit, related to both
technical and economical terms, are itemized; they are considered in the market rules issued
by the Romanian Electricity Regulatory Authority - ANRE. Following these rules,
Nuclearelectrica  concluded with Electrica, the main energy supplier to final consumers, a
long-term energy wholesale contract for all the generated by Cernavoda 1 electricity, based on
the so-called “Power Purchase Agreement” model, where  a large part of the risk related to the
power sales is borne by the buyer. On the same time, the existing conditions on the Romanian
market proved the competitiveness of Cernavoda unit as an energy producer; hence, the
above-mentioned contract provides a  futile over-protection to the NPP facing the market
risks.

The paper presents also the critical issue of the collection of revenues for the sold
electricity and the company’s approach in allotting this limited revenues. In light of the
completion of Unit 2 of the Cernavoda NPP, the company’s strategy considers new possible
contracts, with eligible customers and energy exports.

1 SHORT PRESENTATION OF THE CERNAVODA NPP

The first and so far only, nuclear power unit in Romania, Cernavoda NPP Unit1,
started the commercial operation on December 2nd, 1996. The Cernavoda site is located on
the right bank of the Danube river, 170 km East of Bucharest. The unit’s electrical capacity  is
706 MWe (gross), with 7.3% consumption for the unit’s internal services.

The plant is based on a CANDU 6 nuclear reactor, designed by Atomic Energy of
Canada Ltd. (AECL), similar to those operating in Canada, Korea and Argentina. It is a
Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor, with 380 horizontal fuel channels. The fuel for CANDU
reactor is natural Uranium. The refueling is performed on-load. The cooling agent is heavy
water at a pressure of 10 MPa. The moderator is, also, heavy water, but in a separate system,
at low pressure and temperature. The unit’s Nuclear Steam Supply System is installed in a
Containment, aimed to confine the radioactivity released from the process systems in case of
a Design Basis Accident.
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The plant was initially designed to have five similar units. But the shortage of financial
resources and the drop in energy demand have changed the initial programme. The
construction work was continuing only at the second unit, at a low pace. Recently, on May
18th, 2001, a new contract was signed with AECL-Canada and ANSALDO-Italy, the
traditional partners involved in the Cernavoda project. The contract  provides  the
management of the construction work, procurement and engineering services for the
completion of Unit 2; the estimated amount of the  required resources is 690 million USD
and  the scheduled duration of work, till the  “in service” date, is 54 month. To have the
contract in force, Romania and the partners are presently concluding the financing
arrangements of the Project.

The Cernavoda NPP is a state – owned plant; the administrator and operator of the plant
is Societatea Nationala “Nuclearelectrica”.

2 CERNAVODA NPP PLACE IN ROMANIA’S POWER  PRODUCTION

FIG.1 shows the structure of  the electricity production from different sources, in the
period 1997-2000. The total absolute production was dropping in 1997-1999, but in 2000 an
increase of 2,7%  was achieved. On this background, the contribution of  Cernavoda NPP
was notably constant in the total country’s energy production, representing 10,5% in 2000;
the slight changes between successive years resulted mainly from different duration of the
annual outages ( this should be expected, particularly in the initial years of operation).

       

FIG.1. Structure of electricty production in Romania, by sources
(from "Sinteza-ASTER" nr.1/January 2001)
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The large drop in the output of hydropower stations in 2000 vs.1999, caused by the
drought, should be noticed. It pointed out the importance of nuclear stations as a stable
source of energy, at a steady price.

3 CERNAVODA NPP PERFORMANCE INDICATORS, IMPORTANT FOR ITS
PARTICIPATION ON THE ENERGY MARKET

A high and steady output of energy represents the main target of Cernavoda NPP, as
producer and seller on the Romanian energy market. The most representative performance
indicator, describing the production results, the Gross Capacity  Factor–GCF (similar to
Load Factor) is given in TABLE 1. As  Cernavoda 1 supplies also energy for district heating,
the CGF was calculated taking into account that energy.
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TABLE 1 – Energy output and Gross Capacity Factor at Cernavoda NPP

Year 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 (Jan 1 -
June 30)

Electricity
output
(gross), MWh

5 400 855 5 307131 5 198 083 5 455 751 3 039 368

GCF 87,27 86,19 84,51 88,30 99,41*

* in 2001, the planned outage is scheduled in August-September.

FIG. 2 gives the distribution of shutdown hours, corresponding to different categories
(planned, unplanned or extension of planned outage). These figures are used in the forecast of
the energy output, which becomes a contractual commitment.

      

FIG.2. Cernavoda NPP Unit 1- Shutdowns duration, by types 
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For the next years, we consider  the annual planned outage duration of ~ 40 days, and
300 hours of unplanned shutdowns per year (GCF~85%). We are aware that the outages’
duration can be reduced by a good planning / preparation of the work and, also, by performing
an improved maintenance activity, with the unit on-line. The large extension of the planned
outage that occurred in 1999 was caused by the timely unavailability of the  funds necessary
for the expenses related to the work.

A target for the future is to consider a planned outage at every 18 month; this could
lead to an important improvement of the plant’s economical performance.

4 THE COST STRUCTURE  FOR 1 MWh PRODUCED AT CERNAVODA NPP

TABLE 2 gives a “standard” budget for the electricity production at Cernavoda NPP
Unit 1. It  is a reference budget, valid for the period 1997-2006. Its distinctive feature is the
large amount of the “financial expenses” (~49%) representing the repayment of the external
loans (plus associated interest), used for the construction of the unit. According to the agreed
schedule, the loans’ repayment shall be completed at the end of 2006.
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TABLE 2 - ANNUAL BUDGET OF CERNAVODA NPP Unit 1
(reference figures for 1997- 2006)

No. Relations Amounts
(x1000 USD)

% of
total cost

% of
O&M cost

1 Fixed O&M costs, 44 887 36.2 70.9
                   including

1.1 * labour costs 18 124 14.6 28.6
1.2 * depreciation of assets 11 807 9.5 18.7

2 Variable O&M costs 18 391 14.9 29.1
                    including

2.1 * fuel cost 9 304 7.5 14.7

3 Total O&M costs (1)+(2) 63 278 51.1 100.0

4 Financial expenses 60 562 48.9

5 TOTAL costs (3)+(4) 123 840 100.0

6 Profit (3.5%) 3.5%*(5) 4 334 3.5

7 TOTAL INCOME (5)+(6) 128 174

PRICES
8 Energy delivered 4 830 000 MWh

9 Sale price (calculated) (7)/(8) 26.5 USD/MWh
9.1 *price for available

capacity (pP)
[(1)+(4)+(6)]/(8) 22.7 USD/MW/h

9.2 *price for energy(pE) (2)/(8) 3.8 USD/MWh

10 O&M cost per MWh (3)/(8) 13.1 USD/MWh

NOTES
a. According to the adopted methodology, O&M costs include fuel costs (as part of variable O&M costs )
and the depreciation of assets (as part of  fixed O&M costs).
b. The depreciation is evaluated according to the general accounting rules, in force in Romania today,
considering the “historical value” of the assets.
c. The “capital costs” – used in most of economical assessments - may be assimilated, for the time being,,
to the financial expenses.

The following issues  should be noticed:
-  The “fixed costs” are the costs not related to the amount of produced energy (they

should to be paid even if the unit is shutdown). At Cernavoda NPP, the fixed costs represent
the sum of the fixed operating costs and the financial expenses. The percentage of the fixed
costs in the total costs at the NPP is, as a rule, very high (for Cernavoda ~ 85%, due to the
high rate of “financial expenses”).

- The “variable costs” are directly related to the amount of energy (MWh) produced by
the unit e.g.“fuel cost”. The percentage of the fuel in the total cost is low (7.5%). This feature
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is common for the nuclear production, but for Cernavoda NPP it is emphasized  by two
circumstances : (1) the nuclear fuel is cheaper, since it is made of natural, not enriched,
Uranium; (2) the fuel bundles are manufactured in a subsidiary of our company and we
can control the fabrication cost in order to keep it low.

- The calculated price for 1 MWh produced at Cernavoda NPP (26.5 USD/MWh) is
not equal to the actual price, regulated by the competent authority - ANRE and used in the
commercial transactions. If the actual price is lower, the profit will drop and, finally, some
programmed expenses shall be cut.

- The contribution to the fund for NPP decommissioning and radwaste/spent fuel
disposal will be supported from the price of the energy  produced by the station; it was agreed
this deduction will become effective after 2006.

5 THE ENERGY MARKET IN ROMANIA

The creation of the energy market in Romania  was guided by the principles of the
European Union Directive 96/92. The first objective was the restructuring of RENEL
(successor of the previous Ministry of Electrical Energy) - a vertically integrated state-owned
organization, which included all the electricity generation, transmission and distribution
activities. The restructuring started in 1998 and is still going on. The final target should be a
liberalized market, adaptable to the international energy market of the European Union.

Today, the configuration of the Romanian energy market and its “players” are :
 Regulatory body - Romanian Electricity Regulatory Authority ANRE - issues the rules

required for the operation of the energy sector in the new market conditions.
 Producers

• Termoelectrica – operating the thermal power stations, with a total installed capacity
of  8 665 MW   (5035 MW on coal and 3630 MW on gas&oil); its park of stations is
rather aged, with a low availability.

• Hidroelectrica – operating the hydropower stations, with a total installed capacity of
5935 MW

• Nuclearelectrica – operating Cernavoda NPP Unit 1, with the installed capacity of
706.5 MW

• other producers (small producers, including “producers for own-consumption” able to
supply energy to the grid, as well), with a total installed capacity of 980 MW.

 Transmission Operator -  Transelectrica, responsible for operation, maintenance and
development of the transmission grid with voltage higher than 110kV

 System  Operator – Transelectrica DEN, a dedicated subsidiary  of Transelectrica
company, responsible for dispatching  the national power system,  to insure the energy
production complies with  the demand  and the quality and reliability requirements for the
energy supply are met

 Commercial Operator -  OPCOM , a dedicated branch of Transelectrica, in charge of
the administration of the commercial transactions on the energy market ; OPCOM
receives daily the offers from the producers, establishes the “merit order” of
producers/generation units in the sequence of the increasing prices, calculates the
“marginal system price” which is used in transactions on “the spot market”

 Energy distributor - Electrica, which distributes electricity to the final consumers and is
responsible for operation, maintenance and development of the distribution system
(installations with voltage lower than 110kV ). Electrica, is, so far,  a nationwide
company and has several regional subsidiaries.

 Eligible consumers -  industrial consumers, with an annual energy demand higher than an
established level (for the time being, 100 GWh) and good financial results;  they are
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qualified as “eligible” by ANRE and have the right to chose their energy supplier and to
negotiate the energy price.

 Captive consumers – industrial and household consumers, with small or moderate
consumption, which can not chose their supplier and must pay the regulated price for the
electricity, established by ANRE.

 Energy suppliers -  companies authorized by ANRE to sell energy to final consumers.
For captive consumers, the only supplier is  Electrica , the energy distributor. The new-
established suppliers sell energy to eligible consumers only. The producers may obtain the
authorization from ANRE to act, also, as suppliers. The other suppliers have to buy the
energy from domestic producers or from import.
The next steps in the restructuring of the energy sector will be: (1) the division of

Electrica into several independent companies, which will play the role of regional
distributors; (2) the gradual privatization of the regional  distributors; (3) the division of
Temoelectrica into several energy producers – operating one or few thermal power units -
able to sustain a competition among producers, with the intention of their subsequent
privatization, or the creation of joint ventures with foreign investors.

6 THE CURRENT MECHANISMS OF THE ENERGY MARKET

All the players on the energy market (excepting the captive consumers) shall obtain
authorizations/licenses from ANRE, certifying they meet the technical and economical
requirements for a company operating in the national power system.

Transelectrica and Electrica shall provide free  access for  all authorized companies to
the electrical transmission and distribution grid.

In the current stage of the market opening, 85% of the total forecast energy
consumption is still sold and purchased  on  the basis of regulated contracts, where Electrica
buys energy and supplies it to the captive consumers at regulated prices, approved by
ANRE. This refers both to the wholesale prices (between producers and supplier -  Electrica)
and to the prices to the final consumers.

The balance of  15% of the anticipated  energy consumption shall be the object of the
free market competition. It should be covered by the contracts signed directly between
eligible consumers and the  energy suppliers (represented, in most cases, by producers
themselves) with negotiated prices.

If the real demand is higher than the forecast, the difference is covered on the spot
free market, where the energy is sold without contract by the producers, according to the
“merit order”, at the “marginal system price” ( which shall be the price of the lowest offer
in the “merit order”, still accepted for fulfilling  the demand).

As the 15% amount of energy mentioned above is not fully covered by contracts with
eligible consumers, ANRE allows wholesale contracts with negotiated price between the
producers and Electrica. In this way, the amount of energy purchased at the unpredictable
price of the spot market (usually high price) is limited.

The existing “mix” of regulated and free market and the organizational structure of the
energy producers, as well as the difficulties of the economy, generate some abnormal cases,
like the following:
- the existing producers have different technologies of electricity generation, with
fundamentally different costs and the competition on the market between them is not
possible (thermal stations can not compete with hydro stations!);
- the average wholesale price of the market – formed as the weighed average of the
producers regulated prices can considerably fluctuate, compared to the forecast (e.g.  less
hydro-energy, because of the drought, leads to price increase), while the regulated price to
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final consumers  is kept unchanged and the supplier Electrica will have losses or will be
unable to pay entirely the producers for the sold energy;
- many of the eligible consumers can not use their status, because among producers, only
Hidroelectrica is able to offer an attractive price, lower than the average value, but the
percentage of its energy available for transactions with eligible consumers is limited to 15%;
-  the regulated wholesale prices, approved by ANRE for the producers, in most of the cases
take into account, basically, the poor ability of the industry and population to bear the
energy prices and not the appropriate costs presented by the producers.

Therefore, we consider that: price regulation needs more versatility; the regulated price
must be based on the producers costs and world-wide reference values, in order to preserve
the sector’s viability; more restructuring measures should be implemented to make the
competition on the energy market possible.

7 SPECIFIC FEATURES OF NUCLEARELECTRICA, AS A POWER
PRODUCER  ON  THE ENERGY MARKET  AND HOW THEY ARE
ADDRESSED IN THE MARKET RULES AND CONTRACTS

The CANDU 6 unit of Cernavoda NPP is designed to be operated in base-load (i.e. at
a stable power level), as most of the nuclear units over the world. There are, at least, two
reasons for this :
-  a safety issue: the stable power level does not produce variable stresses in the equipment
and nuclear fuel, associated with an increase of failures probability; on the same time, the
augmentation of the radioactive releases, associated with the transients, is avoided;
- an economical issue : the fixed costs, representing the highest percentage in the operation
cost of a nuclear unit, require a quasi-constant revenue; hence, it is reasonable to keep the unit
in operation at a stable, highest possible power level  (this is not the case for a gas-fired unit,
where, when the unit is shutdown, 70% of the operation cost, representing the fuel cost, are
saved!).

A special circumstance exists  for Cernavoda 1: the Government guaranteed the
loans received for the unit’s construction and is responsible to assure the payment of this
“cost of debt”. Nuclearelectrica will be able to pay these debts if the unit runs at maximum
capacity; if not, the state would have to pay instead, from  the  public budget. So, the
Government is directly interested the unit  runs at the maximum power level.

As a consequence, ANRE rules provide that Nuclearelectrica shall conclude a contract
with Electrica, based on the model of “Power Purchase Agreement - PPA”, where the
commercial risks are borne mostly by the buyer. The main provisions of PPA are expressed in
the following terms :

(1) Electrica shall receive all the electrical energy Cernavoda 1 is  able to deliver, at a
regulated price, approved by ANRE. If Nuclearelectrica wishes to sell energy to an eligible
consumer or for export, it shall obtain ANRE’s approval for such transaction.
Nuclearelectrica shall take over half of the losses that Electrica has to cover, subsequently to
the contract’s modification (unless Electrica’s debts for purchased energy are higher than the
equivalent of 45 days of Cernavoda’s power production).

ANRE has the authority to  modify the contract  prices. Despite of the typical PPA
practice, where the prices are firmly agreed, this provision should allow to adjust the prices to
the  inflationary trend, in a controlled manner. However, ANRE has to deal - as mentioned
above – with various economical and social aspects and, therefore, the  recently approved
price for Nuclearelectrica in July 2001 is only 645 000 ROL/MWh (22,6 USD/MWh), in no
way related to the inflation rate and lower than the estimated  costs (in August 2000, the price
was 569 750 ROL/MWh, or 26,5 USD/MWh, concurrent with the calculated costs).
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(2) If Electrica can not use the entire capacity of Cernavoda 1 (e.g. demand is too
small), it will pay for the available, but undelivered, energy, with the “price for the
available capacity” - pP, covering the “fixed costs” for production of 1MWh (see above). This
is the so-called “take or pay” principle in PPA.

According to the contract, the monthly invoiced amount, S, for the delivered energy and
available capacity will be:

S = (pE x E) +(pP x PN) x Σ i Ci

where
pE - price for the energy pP – price for available capacity
E - energy actually delivered PN  - rated unit’s capacity
i - summing index (for all the hours in the month, from 1 to 720 / 744)
Ci - correction for the actual available power, Pact, vs. the rated capacity, corresponding to the

hour i ;
Ci = 1 , if K ≥ 0,95
Ci = K , if K < 0,95

Here, K is the factor of power availability (hourly), i.e. K = Pact / PN
The correction shows the income corresponding to the capacity availability will be diminished
only when the available power drops below 95% of the rated power; hence, a small decrease
of power (e.g. caused by a higher temperature of the cooling water) will not affect the
mentioned income.

(3) The signed contract is a long-term one, valid up to the end of 2006; this date is the
dead-line for the repayment of the loans used for the construction of Cernavoda 1.

To respond to these contractual provisions, in the daily “merit order”  of producers’
units, issued by the Commercial Operator, Cernavoda NPP is positioned on the second place,
after hydro power stations operating on the rivers stream flow, regardless the prices
practiced by Nuclearelectrica and by the other producers.

Related to the annual production program and estimates, the contract provides that
Nuclearelectrica acknowledges the schedule of the planned outage at the beginning of the
year and agrees on it with the System Operator (average estimation - 40 days). As far as the
unplanned outages are concerned, we assume a “typical” such outage lasts 50-60 hours
(taking into account the process of reactor poisoning and the removal of the Gadolinium
neutronic absorber, possibly injected in the moderator to shut down the reactor). Therefore,
the contract stipulates Nuclearelectrica shall bear, as a penalty, half of the losses that
Electrica has to cover following the outage, for the duration that  exceeds 50 hours and
provided the annual total duration of outages excepted from penalties is less than 300 hours.

The Cernavoda unit is not required to supply ancillary system  services, which would
require to keep in stand-by some capacity. The unit’s participation in the automatic control of
the grid’s frequency is concurrent with the established operation mode (“reactor leads-turbine
follows”, with power decrease only in some cases when the frequency rises). However,
ANRE asked Nuclearelectrica to sell a part of the delivered energy (resulted from 19 MW),
at the approved regulated price, to the Transmission Operator, to cover the losses in the
transmission grid. In this way, the costs borne by the Transmission Operator for this duty
will be close to the average value of producers’ prices.

We should mention Nuclearelctrica can not  firmly engage the delivery of energy,
without interruption, to an eligible consumer or for export, having to consider different
potential events at its only generating unit - such as planned or unplanned outages. Therefore,
prior to the commissioning of  Cernavoda NPP Unit 2,  this kind of commercial arrangements
could be performed only in association with another Producer - Termoelectrica or
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Hidroelectrica. The existing market rules allow such association and Nuclearelectrica’s price
makes it achievable.

8 SOME  ACTUAL  CIRCUMSTANCES  ON THE ENERGY MARKET

The approved by ANRE in August 2000 prices for the energy producers were:
Hidroelectrica – 7,9 USD/MWh; Termoelectrica - 38,5 USD/MWh; Nuclearelectrica – 26,5
USD/MWh. These prices reflected -  accurately, enough -  the production costs of producers.
They confirm  the economical competitiveness of nuclear power produced at Cernavoda
NPP , on the Romanian energy market.

In these conditions, the “protection” given by the current market rules to
Nuclearelectrica, commanding Electrica to buy all the energy produced by Cernavoda Unit
1, without taking into account  the price, seems futile. The energy delivered by Hidroelectrica
could cover only ~35 % of the demand; the balance should be bought by Electrica from the
thermal and nuclear units. Since the price of energy from Cernavoda 1 is lower, Electrica
would buy all the energy delivered by the nuclear unit, even if the rules should not
require it.

The fossil fuel prices - for crude oil and gas – are very “volatile” ; in the last year they
largely increased. Sooner or later, the price of Termoelectrica shall follow this tendency. As
far as nuclear fuel is concerned, its price is very constant  and will be so on long term; on
the same time, the fuel share in the cost of 1MWh produced by the nuclear unit is small.
Hence, no price increase caused by the cost of the fuel are expected at Nuclearelectrica.

As compared to the fluctuation of the hydro power production due to meteorological
conditions, the risk  of  reduction in energy output of Nuclearelectrica over a period of
time, due to external causes, is minor. Thus, the risk of increasing the average price
following the replacement of the energy undelivered by Cernavoda with another, more
expensive energy,  is  very low.

As shown above, the existing rules of the energy market in Romania permit
Nuclearelectrica to safely operate the nuclear unit  and, on the same time, to act  as a reliable
energy producer, with a relatively low price; therefore, the special market rules
implemented for Nuclearelectrica turned primarily into advantages  for our partners, too.
For this reason, ANRE decided to direct  all the energy delivered by Cernavoda NPP to the
captive consumers and did not approve, for the time being, any contract between
Nuclearelectrica and eligible consumers, or for export.

9 THE COLLECTION AND REPARTITION OF REVENUE

The payments from the majority of consumers (“captive consumers”) are collected by
Electrica, which distributes the collected amounts to the energy producers and to the other
participants on the market. Due to various economical  and social reasons, an  essential
segment of the energy consumers in Romania used not  to pay, fully and timely, their
electricity bills. This aspect is still present today, on a smaller scale, indeed.

In FIG.3 the evolution of the invoiced and collected amounts is presented. Up to August
2000, Electrica and all thermal and hydro power stations were  parts  of the same company –
CONEL; this explains why the distribution of the collected value was discriminatory and
Nuclearelectrica received a very small amount. Later on, ANRE enforced a special
procedure for the equitable repartition of the income between the participants on the
energy market  and the status improved notably. However, the accumulated debts at
Electrica for the purchased from Nuclearelectrica energy  are very large (despite the fact that
in October 2000, when Cernavoda 1 was in outage, Electrica paid as for a normal operating
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month). Unfortunately, the volume of the debts is permanently increasing, because rather
frequently only ~ 70% of the monthly invoiced amount is received at Nuclearlectrica.

    

FIG.3.  Invoiced / collected amounts  for the sold energy and
 O&M cost at Cernavoda NPP -  (Jan 2000 - June 2001)
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In the company’s policy for the allocation of the actual income, the operation &
maintenance expenses represent the first priority, with careful fulfillment of the safety
requirements;  even in the area of everyday O&M expenses, possible savings are enhanced
(an average O&M cost of ~11USD/MWh was achieved, vs.13 USD/MWh, provided in the
budget). As seen in FIG.3, opportunely the level of the collected revenue was permanently
higher, more or less, than O&M costs.

On the other side, because of the partial collection of the invoiced amount,
Nuclearelectrica was forced to postpone the payment of some of its obligations to the
state budget (part of VAT, prior to August 2000) or to the foreign creditors; as a
consequence, the repayment of the guaranteed loans is partially borne  by the Government
and Nuclearelectrica  accumulates debts to the financial institutions of the state.

10 CONCLUSIONS

1. The energy market in Romania and its rules, set-up by the national regulatory body in
the electricity sector – ANRE,  with special emphasis on the contract of “Power Purchase
Agreement” type aimed to Nuclearelectrica, provide the necessary economical environment
for the operation of Cernavoda NPP Unit 1 in normal conditions, at an high safety level.

2. Due to its steady energy output and to its stable and relatively low price, the energy
produced by Cernavoda NPP is an important element of stability on the Romanian energy
market and is greatly beneficial for final consumers.

3. The technical and economical performances of Cernavoda NPP - particularly its
relative low costs, compared to those of thermal power stations -  anticipate a successful
participation in the market competition with other energy producers, for the time when the
opening of the energy market will increase.

4. The difficulties encountered by Nuclearelectrica with the collection of the revenue
for the delivered energy are gradually declining; these difficulties are mainly related to the
general status of the Romanian economy  and not  to the specific rules of the energy market.

5. Nuclearelectrica intends to use all the opportunities open by the market rules to
deliver a fraction of the produced energy to eligible consumers or for export. This will
promote the company’s ability in trading activities. Our flexibility in energy trading will
largely expand after the commissioning of the Unit 2 of Cernavoda NPP.
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